Maidenhead Reapers Wargames Society
Code of Conduct

Scope
This document sets out the expected standards of behaviour of members of the society when
attending Club nights, Club Events or in any way representing the society. Failing to abide by the
code of conduct may result in a complaint and disciplinary investigation by the Committee of the
society as set out in the constitution. In serious cases expulsion and exclusion will likely follow.

Compliance with the Law
Members of the Society will not undertake any action that will jeopardise the Societies compliance
with UK criminal or civil law. It should be noted this also includes copyright infringement.

Bringing the Club into Disrepute
Members of the society will not undertake any action that could cause reputational damage to the
society or otherwise bring it into disrepute. Special care should be taken whilst at external events
representing the society or when the society has visitors, or when members of the media are
present.

Equality
Members of the society will not take any action or inaction or make any statement that could cause
upset, distress or feelings of exclusion based on gender, race, or sexual orientation.

Providing an Enjoyable Experience for All
The society is dedicated to playing games that are in some nature competitive, however to ensure
everyone has an enjoyable experience members are required to undertake games in a sporting
manner. That is to follow the aspiration that the games shall be enjoyed for their own sake with
proper consideration to fairness, respect and a sense of fellowship with our opponents. This means
being gracious in victory or defeat and taking consideration of our opponent’s ability during play. It
is perfectly acceptable to curse our bad luck and the gods of the dice, but not our opponents, their
tactics, or strategy.
Cheating or deliberately making your opponent feel unwelcome to gain a psychological advantage
are expressly forbidden and will be dealt with extremely seriously.

Use of Blandford House
The Blandford House common room is in a residential complex and it is extremely important we
respect the residents. They should always be addressed in a courteous manner and noise should be
kept to an acceptable level. The committee will take action over people being excessively noisy as
this will jeopardise our use of the room. Extra care to be quiet should be taken when arriving and
leaving.

